SUNDAY, MARCH 2, 2024

7:00–8:00AM  BREAKFAST AT EGAN

8:00–9:30AM  BREAKOUT 5 (DOCKSER)

PANEL 1 – DK240 CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Desiree LeClercq: State Nudges to Support Free Speech
Nishita Baronia: The Constitutionality of Private Enforcement
Mugambi Jouet: The Gregg Hypothesis on the Death Penalty: The Supreme Court, Capital Punishment, and American History

PANEL 2 – DK250 CRITICAL THEORY
Sarah Medina Camiscioni: Critical Youth Theory
Keesha Turner Roberts: Set Up to Fail: Stories and Experiences of Respondents Who Violate Civil Protection Orders
Melissa Jackson Sow: How to Get Away With Social Murder

PANEL 3 – DK220 CORPORATE LAW
Elisa Bernthaler Maiass: Cultural Caremark
Rebecca Wolitz: Shareholder Primacy’s Failed Guardrails
Geoyoung Min: Shareholder Referendum

PANEL 4 – DK230 PUBLIC AND PRIVATE LAW
Brian Highsmith: The Company Town
John J. Martin: The Democratic Value of “Foreign Interference” in Campaign Finance
Jade A. Craig: Reviving Associational Standing Under the Fair Housing Act

9:30–9:45AM  BREAK

9:45–11:15AM  BREAKOUT 6 (DOCKSER)

PANEL 1 – DK240 CORPORATE LAW
Paul Weitzel: Corporate Law and Artificial Intelligence
Zhaoyi Li: Artificial Fiduciaries
Karl Lockhart: Ameliorative Infringement and Public Interest Damages

PANEL 2 – DK250 CRIMINAL LAW & PROCEDURE
Evelyn Liu Malone: Distorted Narratives in the Treatment Program Complex
Jonathan Kerr: Riding On Horseback To The Moon – Consent Searches In The Age Of Smartphones And Digital Tracking

PANEL 3 – DK220 INTERNATIONAL LAW
Irene Ten Cate: Arbitration Selection Default Rules
Jessica Tueller: Surrogacy, Human Rights, and the Relevance of a Genetic Link
Chinenye Anodo: Whither Energy-Related Sanctions

PANEL 4 – DK230 WORK LAW
Pascal McDougall: Worker Power and Antimonopoly Revisited
Gali Racabi: Excluded but Equal
Yiran Zhang: Home As Non-Workplace

11:15–11:30AM  BREAK

11:30AM–1:00PM  BREAKOUT 7 (DOCKSER)

PANEL 1 – DK240 HEALTH LAW
Theodossia Stavroulaki: The Healing Power of Art
Ximena Benavides: Public Participation for Access
Victoria Littman: Ten Years Later: Has State Legal Cannabis Been a Failure?
Rebecca Feinberg: Legal Categorization of the Embryo

PANEL 2 – DK250 CRIMINAL LAW & JUSTICE
Benjamin A. Barsky: Preventive Justice Beyond Law Enforcement
Benjamin Pyle: Negligent Hiring: Recidivism and Employment with a Criminal Record
Mailyn Fidler: Cybersecurity Mission Creep
Rachel Kincaid: Garrity: Another Special Law Enforcement Privilege

PANEL 3 – DK220 IMMIGRATION, MIGRATION, AND RELATED ISSUES
Diana Blank: The Traversity of Competency “Protects” in Immigration Court
Jacqueline Bodison: In Search of Federal Domestic Migration Policy
Leo Yu: The Revival of Alien Land Laws: When Interests No Longer Converge

PANEL 4 – DK230 LAW SCHOOLS, STUDENTS, AND REVIEW
Melanie C. Rees: Working Title: Jury Selection for Law Students

1:00–1:15PM  BREAK

1:15–2:15PM  LUNCH & PLENARY 3 (EGAN)

TEACHING PANELISTS

Howard Katz
Cleveland State University College of Law

2:15–2:30PM  BREAK

2:30–4:00PM  BREAKOUT 8 (DOCKSER)

PANEL 1 – DK240 HIRING MARKET FOR VAPS
Alma Magaña
Benjamin K. Canjura School of Law
Blaine Salita
Ohio State University School of Law
David A. Simon
Northeastern School of Law

PANEL 2 – DK220 CONSTITUTIONAL LAW
Nazene Menka: Native Nations, Settler Colonialism, & Democratic Participation
Pankhuri Agrawal: Introspecting over the Goals of ‘Fiscal Federalism’ in India: Economic Efficiency v. Regional Equity
Patrick Leisler: The Many Layers of Judicial Overstay

PANEL 3 – DK230 ENVIRONMENTAL
Sean Lyness: Enshrining Groundwater
Camila Bustos: Legal Ethics in the Anthropocene